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Made in the USA.

ClearSpan meets the wide ranging building

needs of any government or municipality

ClearSpan has worked for decades with governments and municipalities and understands the needs that come along with
building for local governments. Whether it’s a storage facility, recycling center, recreation facility or any other type of building,
ClearSpan can build the ideal solution tailored to even the most specific needs. ClearSpan meets any international and local
building codes and provides a one-stop shopping experience, ensuring that getting a building is simple and easy.
The ClearSpan Government & Municipality Advantage:
Available in fabric, metal and hybrid styles.
Build up to 300’ wide and at any length - Store, work, protect.

Low cost per square foot. No internal support posts. Maximum space.

Durable construction and industry-leading warranties 50 years on steel frames, 25 years on corrugated metal and
20 years on fabric covers.

Climate-sensitive covers - 20 degrees cooler in summer,

Maximum ventilation, dry environments - Ideal for storage or

Energy-efficient designs - Natural lighting drastically reduces

Multiple foundation options - Save time and money
with our Helical Anchor System.

20 degrees warmer in winter.
utilities costs.
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Email: TrussInquiry@ClearSpan.com

workspace. Economically and aesthetically pleasing.
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customer testimonials

“We’ve found that for operational and functional
purposes, the fabric building from ClearSpan has been
working out much better than the old wood structure.
It’s also very nice looking.”
- Bob Umashankar, City of Hartford Dept. of
Public Works, Hartford, Conn.

Since 1979, ClearSpan has offered cost-effective, versatile and
energy-efficient building solutions. We provide in-house design,
manufacturing and construction, and pride ourselves on offering
superior customer service. Our experienced truss arch specialists are
highly trained to help you determine the best structure and setup for
your needs. With stock, turnkey and design-build solutions, there is a
ClearSpan structure for everybody.

“We told our Truss Arch Specialist what we wanted,
and that’s what we got. It’s a well-made, high-quality
product and exactly what we were looking for.”

- Drew Varga, M Resort Spa Casino, Henderson, Nev.

Dyersville, Iowa Manufacturing Facility
Fabric Buildings

“The building has been great and the students love
it. We’ve also found that aside from recreational
activities, we are also using the building for large
training sessions. ”
- Kahn Borge, Cherry Gulch, Emmett, Idaho

COVERS BUILT
FOR STRENGTH
Hybrid or Metal Buildings

Lifting a 2008 Dodge quad
using our 12.5 oz cover
material and structural
steel frame.

